A method of absolute measurement of X-ray absorption coefficient is proposed, on the basis of the use of an adjustable pathlength liquid cell and a solution of the investigated element. A variational analysis of the measured data is developed to remove some sources of systematic error. A check of the exponential attenuation with thickness is used to suppress beam harmonics admixture and dark current drifts. The method is illustrated by a measurement on Ba in the L edge region, using aqueous solution of Ba nitrate. Measured data provide information on detailed energy dependence of the absorption beyond the Victoreen-like trends reproduced in compilations. The proposed method provides a way to measure the absorption data for practically all elements and a wide range of photon energies.
Introduction
In X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) measurements on modern synchrotron sources, the vicinity of X-ray absorption edges is routinely measured with fine resolution below 1 eV in photon energy and with high precision to detect~0.1% changes in intensity of the beam. Although the measurements probe the absorption coefficient of a material, only its relative changes are resolved in the analysis of the material structure. In a relative measurement, some fundamental parameters such as the thickness of the sample and the efficiency of detectors do not enter the analysis and consequently, do not contribute to the systematic error of the results. In an absolute measurement, such parameters need to be carefully determined or eliminated in auxiliary steps of a well-planned experiment.
The strong interest in the measurement of absorption in the pioneering years of X-ray physics waned considerably with the improvement of theoretical methods. Modern compilations of absorption data [1, 2] are based mostly on theoretical results and interpolation. The compilations claim a 1% accuracy in the »smooth« energy regions far from absorption edges and 4%-20% in the vicinity of the absorption edges even in monatomic gases free of XAFS modifications of the absorption. Direct measurements have since only been performed on a few selected elements for the purpose of recalibration of compiled data [3, 4] or in conjunction with inner-shell atomic spectroscopy. [5] It has been realized that with the advance of X-ray sources and detectors, the accuracy of the absorption coefficient depends mostly on the definition of the sample rather than on the spectroscopic measurement itself. With exception of gaseous absorbers, it is the thickness of the sample that introduces the main error of the result.
For soft X-rays below 5-keV photon energy, the absorption data, both theoretical and experimental, are less reliable, so new measurements and new techniques are well warranted, in particular in the L edge region. [6, 7] Below 5 keV, the optimum surface density of elemental absorbers is of the order of 1 mg/cm 2 , which is, at the required precision and homogeneity, hard to achieve by mechanical means and also by evaporation or sputtering techniques. Dilution of the absorber with a low-absorption matrix can be of help, such as in the routine preparation of pellets with admixture of boron nitride in XAFS techniques. A solution of the measured substance in a low-Z liquid provides an ideally homogeneous sample, with the additional advantage of a relatively manageable structural signal.
We demonstrate the absolute measurement of the absorption coefficient of Ba in the region of L edges (5000-6400 eV) using the solution of Ba nitrate. For the thin and even windows of the sample container, silicon nitride (SiN) membranes have recently become available. They are chemically inert, perfectly flat, and sufficiently transparent in the entire energy range of conventional synchrotron beamlines down to 3 keV. Spectrometric liquid cells with reproducibly adjustable thickness in the submillimeter range are also available. The experiment involves several steps: absorption measurements at a sequence of thickness settings of the solution and a separate sequence with the pure solvent or a diluted solution. The rich redundancy of the data is exploited to eliminate some systematic effects in the nonexponential extinction and in the definition of the thickness scale.
Experiment
By dissolving 0.7938 g of Ba(NO 3 ) 2 salt in 12.2073 g of water, a c Ba = 0.245 mol/l solution of barium nitrate with the density r s = 1.05(1) g/cm 3 was prepared. The absorption of the solution was measured in a liquid absorption cell adapted from a standard Variable Pathlength Liquid Spectrophotometer Cell (International Crystal Laboratories) by substituting the rock salt windows with lucite supports holding 500-nm thick (5 Â 5 mm) SiN membranes (Norcada Inc.). The vernier of the cell allowed a reproducible setting of the thickness of the solution layer with a micrometer accuracy.
The experiment was performed at the A1 station of the DORIS (DESY Hamburg) storage ring with a Si 111 double-crystal monochromator with resolution of 0.6 eV. The third harmonic component (15-19 keV) was suppressed by the use of a flat Ni mirror (cutoff at 8.3 keV) and by detuning the monochromator to 50% of the rocking-curve maximum. The intensity of the beam was measured with three ionization detectors filled, in succession, with 600 mbar N 2 , 160 mbar Ar, and 230 mbar Ar + 300 mbar of air. The absorption cell was mounted in a narrow air gap in the vacuum beam guide between the first two detectors; their respective outputs I 0 and I 1 define the total attenuation length md = ln(I 0 /I 1 ). A 5-mm vanadium foil for energy calibration (K edge 5463.8 eV) between the last two detectors provided a check on the reproducibility of the monochromator movement. By adjustments of horizontal and vertical exit slits of the monochromator, the beam was carefully positioned in the center of the cell windows, to minimize the error due to a possible nonparallel mounting of the SiN membranes and the resulting deviations from the nominal sample thickness with rotation of the cell micrometer.
A scan on the empty cell, at the start of the experiment, served to determine the absorption in the SiN windows and the air gap. The absorption of the solution was measured in steps of 100 mm of thickness setting between 200 and 500 mm. The interval from 5000 to 6400 eV of photon energy encompassing the L edges of Ba ( Fig. 1 ) was scanned in steps of 5 eV. Scans with the same step sequence of slightly acidified (HNO 3 ) water were taken at cell settings of 200, 400 and 600 mm. The water was introduced into the cell in situ, in several exchanges of the volume to retain the position of the beam and the setting of the micrometer scale. A trace of Ba remained in the sample, showing minute spikes of edge resonances: not so much from insufficient washing, as it turned out in the analysis, but from adsorption on the windows.
Another scan of the Ba(NO 3 ) 2 solution at the optimum thickness of 400 mm was taken with a denser step sequence, appropriate for EXAFS analysis.
Analysis
The redundancy in the experimental data is used to recognize and eliminate sources of systematic error and, in the end, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the results. Some systematic effects are taken care of by the preparation of the experiment. The homogeneity of a liquid absorption sample is perfect, and the even surface on the nanoscale level is ensured by the production process of SiN membranes. The disclination of the windows is kept below 1% by the mounting and its effect in the first order eliminated by the centering of the beam. Several possible sources of small systematic errors, derived from the beam and detector geometry, are eliminated by using the ratios of the transmitted beam intensities or, equivalently, the differences of attenuation lengths md. In this way, systematic errors of the incident beam intensity, common to all thickness settings, are cancelled out. To begin with, the attenuation spectrum of the empty cell as a vector of values at consecutive points of the energy scan is subtracted from the corresponding values in the scan of a liquid sample at the thickness d i . In the following discussion, the experimental data prepared in this way will simply be referred to as the absorption spectrum A i (E) at the ith setting of the liquid cell. In the ideal case, the spectra are equal to m(E)d i , meaning that the ratio R ij = A i (E)/A j (E) should simply be equal to d i /d j , a constant over the entire energy range.
The simple picture is modified by possible effects of beam harmonic contamination and of dark current drift of the detectors [4] with the contribution e(E) to the transmitted beam:
. Now, the ratios R are not constant: any variation in the ratio, especially any residual of the edge or XAFS features, indicates a contamination. Because third-order harmonics of the beam is thoroughly suppressed in the present experiment, we shall demonstrate the approach for the case of dark current drift that can be modeled by a constant e. It can be determined by minimization of the variation of the corrected ratio
over the measured energy interval. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2 showing the change of sign of the variations in the ratio R in the vicinity of the optimum value of e. The choice of the optimum value of the constant e through inspection of the ratio R is not entirely unique: it depends on the judgment when the ratio is best evened out over the spectrum range. In Fig. 2 , evidently, the prevailing criterion is the suppression of the edge resonances. The downward trend, although minute, of the ratio is not removed by the choice. The value may also differ for different pairs of spectra in the ratio. A more robust approach is required: a good candidate is based on the least-squares analysis of the data, as explained in the following text.
At a given photon energy E, the spectral values A i (E) are expected to depend linearly on the thickness d i (Fig. 3) , with the slope equal to m(E). Small deviations of the measured A i points from the linear relation are strongly correlated for consecutive photon energies: these are the small systematic errors in the micrometer setting persisting through the energy scan. The accuracy of the setting vernier can be estimated to 1/10 of the division, i.e., 1 mm, so deviations of this size are to be expected.
The linear absorption coefficient m(E) of a liquid sample at the energy point E is thus recovered as the best-fit slope of the linear relation between the measured spectral values and the micrometer settings. Let us start with a simple sum of squared deviations
in which the parameters k = m(E) and n are varied to minimize the sum S. The value of m(E) is the best average of the values at individual settings, insensitive to the choice of zero of the thickness scale d 0 = Àn/k. The variational approach can be extended to encompass the entire collection of absorption data of a sample, exploiting the redundancy of data along the E coordinate. The minimization of the sum in Eqn (2) can be further restrained by the requirement that the value of d 0 remain constant along the spectrum. Even more: the correlated deviations of the measured A i (E) from respective straight lines can be interpreted as small errors Δ i of the micrometer settings, common to all energy points, and introduced as variation parameters. The absorption coefficient of the solution m s (E) is thus obtained by minimization of a grand sum over the energy space
with additional constraint P i Δ i = 0. Even the drift correction e can be included in the same minimization:
In our preliminary analysis, though, the value of e was found negligibly small, so that Eqn (3) was used throughout. The value of the zero shift d 0 was obtained as (À22 AE 3) mm, already indicated in Fig. 3 . The shifts Δ i of consecutive settings are À2.0, 3.5, À1.0, and À0.5 mm, within a AE0.3 mm error interval.
The same procedure is applied to the absorption spectra of the solvent whereby the linear absorption coefficient m w (E) of pure water is recovered. The vestiges of Ba edges are suppressed by a factor of~8 in the result, confirming that they were mostly due to the constant quantity of the metal adsorbed on the windows. The shift d 0 is (À40 AE 4) mm, of which almost one half comes from the Ba on the windows. The Δ i , independent of the previous settings, are À0.8, 1.6, and À0.8 mm. Both linear absorption coefficients are shown in Fig. 4 .
The mass absorption coefficient of Ba 2+ ion, the proper form of the result for comparison with tabulated absorption data, is calculated by removing the contribution of water and taking into account the density r Ba = c Ba M(Ba) of the metal in the solution. Figure 2 . The ratio R of Eqn (1) of spectra at 500 and 400 mm, at three e values close to the optimum. Note that the entire range of R in the graph is 2%, and the effective range outside the resonances 0.3%. The contribution of the NO 3 À anion can be, in view of the small difference between N and O absorption, approximated by a fourfold contribution of the same (molar) amount of water:
where a = [r s À c Ba M(Ba(NO 3 ) 2 ) + 8c Ba M(H 2 O)]/r w = 1.023, with r w = 1 g/ml. The accuracy of the spectroscopic measurement itself can be estimated from the ratio R of two independent absorption spectra in Fig. 2 to 0.5%, with statistical noise contributing one third. The overall dispersion of the results obtained from different subsets of the measured spectra is 1%. The contribution of 1 mm absolute error of the micrometer settings, reduced by the introduction of variational parameters Δ i , is negligible in comparison.
It turns out, as in most absorption measurements, that an essential source of error of the mass absorption coefficient is the surface density, i.e., the reliability of the chemical definition and preparation of the sample. In our experiment, this is maximized with the estimated 1% error in the determination of the solution density. With this, the overall relative error of the mass absorption coefficient of Ba is estimated to 2%.
To use pure water as a reference sample, instead of an equivalent HNO 3 solution with the same concentration of the anion whereby Eqn (4) would be somewhat simplified, is preferable in avoiding the measurement of another solution density and thus reducing the error of the side result of water absorption.
Conclusions
By the transferability principle, [8] the result of the experiment can be used as the basic Ba atom absorption after the details of the edge profiles and XAFS signal, derived from the particular chemical environment, are removed. The oxygen atom signal of the solvation shell using a simple Feff model [9, 10] has been determined from the dense scan of the solution, relying on the detailed analysis in an earlier paper. [11] The removal procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 . A sparse collection of m/r values is also given in Table 1 , together with the values for water after removing Ba residuum.
The measured data provide information on the detailed energy dependence of the absorption that is missing in compilations where only smooth overall trends are reproduced. As in Xe, Cs, and Cd, [6, 7] the atomic absorption in Ba shows a specific behavior of the absorption coefficient in the interedge regions: it is convex between L 3 and L 2 and flat between L 2 and L 1 . Only above L 1 it regains the customary concave energy dependence, wellapproximated in wide intervals by the Victoreen power formula. The interedge anomaly is still beyond the reach of self-consistent Dirac-Hartree-Fock calculations used in the modern absorption Relative error is estimated to 2% and 1%, respectively. The Ba value close to L 1 edge (6000 eV) is omitted. Figure 6 . The mass absorption coefficient of water (left) and of Ba (right) in comparison with some tabulated data. The sizes of typical error classes are shown to guide the eye. The points in the near edge regions (~50 eV above the edges) are omitted because the midline through the excursions of structural signal cannot be reliably defined.
tabulations. A close theoretical reconstruction of the profiles, however, using a relativistic random-phase approximation with relaxation has been given for relatively simple case of Xe atom. [12] In Fig. 6 , the results of our experiment for Ba and water are compared with the data from recent X-ray absorption compilations. [1, 2, [13] [14] [15] For these, the density of points required for the comparison has been expanded by the Xafsmass code. [16] The compilation data show good convergence, and they agree with the experiment rather well for Ba below L 3 edge. Considerable divergence and deviation from experimental data are found in the region between the edges. The earlier tables (Henke and McMaster) with consistently higher values in this region are closer to the experiment. We believe that the procedure employed in our data analysis is particularly effective against the systematic shifts in the absorption coefficient as revealed in the comparison.
The absorption of water is an independent result of our experiment with estimated error of 1% because the error in the chemical content of the sample is negligible. No earlier measurements in this energy region are reported in Hubbell compilation. [17] The tabulated values deviate from our experiment for 2%-10%, with exception of the XCOM (Berger) with 1% agreement.
We believe that the method presented here provides a way to measure the absorption data for practically all elements and a wide range of photon energies, with a better accuracy than most of the results measured on solid samples.
